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in ZnGeF6-6H20 crystal (containing Mn(II) in the ratio of Zn(li) to Mn(ID 100 : 1 and 10: 1) a phase transition con- 
nected with the occupation of two inequivalent octahedra complexes GeF 2- positions was discovered and studied by means 
of ESR. The phase transition has a hysteresis nature. Transition temperature ranges depend on the concentration of the 
added ion. The origins of these phenomena are discussed. 

The crystals ABF6-6H20 form an interesting class 
of  compounds ,  in which near regular [A(H20)612+ 
and [BF 6 ] 2 -  octahedra are packed in a trigonal dis- 
torted CsCMike structure. A number o f  sys tems of 
this type o f  structure are known at present ,  including 
ZnSiF 6 - 6 H 2 0  and NiSiF 6- 6H20_of s y m m e t r y  R3[l  ], 
or FeSiF6- 6 H 2 0 ,  of  symmetry R3m [2] .  Both  types 
of crystals contain one formuIa per unit  cell. The elec- 
tron spin resonance (ESR) spectrum corresponding to 
this type o f  structure has been observed in nickel and 
zinc fluorosilicates [3,4] over a wide tempera ture  range. 
However, in ferrous fluosilicate (with Ni 2÷) at 4.2 K a 
spectrum, corresponding to six nonequivalent  positions 
of the added ion, was discovered [5] .  Recent ly ,  Rubins 
reported [6] the  ESR observation o f  the  transition 
from an or thorhombic  structure with six magnetic 
centers to  a trigonal structure with one centre  at 182 
+2 K in ZnTiF  6- 6H20.  

We have discovered a structural phase  transition 
in another  .crystal o f  the aforementioned class, in 
ZnGoF 6- 61-120 and in this letter the results  o f  its in- 
vestigation are given. 

The space group of  the symmetry o f  zinc fluoro- 
germaniate is l ~  [7]. The investigation o f  the tem- 
perature dependence o f  the ESR spec t rum o f  certain 
iron group ions in ZnGeF 6- 6H20 have shown that at 
T ~- 200 K the  symmetry of the c rys~l l ine  field acting 

on the impuri t ies  changes rapidly, in order to make a 
more detailed investigation of the observed phenom~- 
n~r we use Mn 2+ as art admixture. 

At 300 K the ESR spectrum of Mn 2+ in (MnxZnl_x) 
GeF 6- 6 H 2 0  (here x = 0.01; 0.1; according to synthe- 
sis) have an axial symmetry with the Z axis directed 
along the  L 3 axis of  the crystal. At 77 K, the ESR spec- 
trum is due to six nonequivalent po~" itions Gf the wa- 
ter molecules  in the octahedra, file Z axes o f  which 
make an angle o f ~ 1 0  ° with L 3. The ESR spectra of 
the different  centres have an equal intensi ty in pairs. 
The intensi ty  ratio for different pairs differs from i 
irregularly in the various crystals. The X and Y axes 
of  the spec t rum are situated symmetrically about ( l l0} ,  
and the project ion of the X axis on the ( l  I l ) plane of 
one o f  the  octahedra coincides with the projection of 
the Y a x e s  o f  the other, and vice versa. This picture 
repeals over  intervals of  33 °, 27 °, 33°,. .  etcetera. This 
is explained in fig. 1, in which the project ion of theg 
tensor axes  for two centres of equal intensi ty on the 
(111) plane is presented. 

The observed ESR ilin.e pos_itions are fitted to the 
spin hamil tonian:  

~ = g I ~ H S  + D I S  2 -  }S(S + 1)] + E (S  2 - ~}~)"-F(a) 
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i-is. 1. The p IOJCCtlOIl of thcg t”flWr .I\,% f01 tW0 S[lCLtrsl Of 

rqwl intensity on the (111) pldnc. The full picture can bc ob- 

t.Gncd by a rotation off 120’ about L3 (the L3 .NIS passe\ 
!hrougb tbc ongin of coordinate\ pcrpcndiculx to the plant 
of tlie ngure). 

with S = 5/2, I = 5/2. The hamrltonian parameters dc- 
termined for the various tcmpcratures are given in ta- 
ble 1. The signs of A, B, a and .U are obtained by a 
procedure analogous to that given in ref. [Xl. 

In order to investigate the transition range directly, 
the ternper:ature dependence of the positions (fig. I) 

and intensity (fig. 2) of the low field line of Mn(II) in 

:IM 
no_olZno_99)CeF6- GH,O at 0 = 0” was studied 

lere 0 is the angle bctwccn L3 and the direction of 
the static cxtcrnal magnetic field). The rate of tem- 
perature change was less than i”/min. 

From figs. 2 and 3 it is seen how the transformation 
from the high- to the low-tcmperaturc spectrum takes 
place. It should be noted that 90% of the transition 
from one spectrum to the other takes place in the tem- 
perature rang from 190 K to 194 K; however, at the 
lower as well as at the higher sides of this range one 
spectrum contains a trace of the other. No other quali- 
tative change in the spectrum is observed during a fur- 
ther temperature dccrcase from the transition range 
to 4.2 K, except that the v&c of D continues to dc- 

Hrae) 

!200 I ’ 
I ’ 

i 
I I 

I i&. 2. The tcnipcrature dcpcndcncc of tlic posltion of the low 
field lirrc of \fn(ZI) III (Mno.olZno..,u)(;~f‘b-G~f20 .I: C-J = 0“. 

crease monotonically. 

Eleatmg the sample from 77 K to room tempcra- 
turc transforms the “b” type spectrum to the “a” type, 

but the transition takes place at higher temperatures 
(figs. 2 and 3), which means that the transition is hys- 
teresis in nature. The critical tempcraturc regions, in 
which the transitions are observed, are independent of 
the rate of temperature change (in the experiments 
thus rate was decreased down to 0.2”/min). 

The investigation of the phase transition in 

(Mn,, Zno g)GeF6- GI120 has shown that the transi- 
tion points are shifted about 6” to higher temperatures. 
The dlffcrence bctwccn the transition tcrnpcratures 

Table I 
The ESR spectral parameters of Xln(Il) In crystals of (hIn,Znr_,)C;rl’6-6H20 (whcrcx = 0.Ol;O.l) 
-. --- ---. --_ --_-- -_ _ ____ _ _ ____ -._-_-.-.--_- 

D (Oc) 
_. . -_ .__ 

x = 0.01 
_TIK)_ ---_.- . _ -.---- __ _-_- --_- -_ _____ __ ____ 

x=0.1 A (cle) B(Oe) R a(Oc) E(Oc) 
-- 

300 -1915 1 -192 f 2 -95 = 0.5 -95 2 0.5 2.0010 = 0.0005 8r 1 
77 -263 f 3 -265 l 3 --96 f 2 -9612 2.000 _+ 0.005 g-c2 
30 -260 + 3 -263 ?: 3 -9G f 2 -96 k 2 2.000 f 0.005 8*2 ==-5O 

-_-- ------- -- - -- -_ ---_ - -----. __-_ ____-_-_ 
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200 ‘I.ia , 7-m 

rig. 3. The tcmpcr&ure dependence of the rntcnwy of the 
low ticId line of hln(l1) in (~~ne_~tZnu,9~)~cl h- Gfi20 at 
t3 = 0”. fu IS the hne intensrty at T = 190 FL 

for crystal coolmg and heating is approximately equal 
to that in the (MnO *I Zn099)CcF6- GH20 crystal, 
about 12”. 

Thus, durmg the phase transItion, a rapld transfor- 
matlun of the crystcil symmetry takes piace, whtch is 

manifested in the ESR spectrum hy the appearance of 
noncqulvalcnt positions in the octahedra. The angle 
dependence of the ESR spectra, taking into account 
the difference in signal Intensity, shows that after the 
phase transition there are three types of crystaliites 
(domains) in the crystal. The crystaliites are connected 
to each other by rotation about Lj through an angle 
of 120”. The phase transition hysteresis means that 
the formatlon of crystaihtes (domains) is accompanied 
by a loss of the crystal integrity_ The hysteresis value 
can serve as a measure of the rec~staili~atlon energy. 

Tfle configuration of the complexes is also trans- 
formed at the phase transition; the axial component 
cf the crystalline field considerably increases, and the 
symmetry is lowered. The value of the angle cy between 
the central ion and the two water molecules which he 
in the @ahe perpendicular to the threefold axis of the 
complex [Zn(1120)6 J2’ before and after the phase 
transition can be estimated according to ref. [4]. 
The values of this angle arc cr(300 K) = 89O; a(77 K) = 

88’30’. Consequently as a result of the phase transi. 
tion, the elongation of the water octahedra along the 
threcfoId axis increases. At the same time the complex 

[Zn(I-L$3)6 1 21- acquires a rhombic con~ponen~ of tfri: 
distortion. 

The following scheme may be suggested for under- 
standing the nature of the observed phase transition. 
First of all it will be noted, that in certain crystals OF 
the class under i~ivestigati~n the real structure proves 
to be more complicated. An X-ray dlfr~ction study 
showed [I I, that, in ZnSiF,-GtI,O, N~SIF,- Gtf,O, 
CoSlFe- G1i20, there is disorder caused by two non- 
equivalent positions of fluorine octahedra unreiatcd 
by any symmetry elements and with unequal occupan- 
cy. in particular, the ratio of the population of these 
two positions equal5 33 : 87 in ZnSlF, - 6X1,0 crystai. 

The study of ZnCeF6- 6ff20 crystal with a smaIl 
admixture of ferric ions (Fc3’ Ions replaced Ce4+ ions 
in fluorine octahedra) shows, that in this crystal therms 

also exist two positions of the GeFz- octahedra. dis- 
tinguished by angular, dlsp~cemcnt about the trigonar 
axis. The direct measurements of the temperature de- 
pendence of the f?.iR signal intensity of Fe3+ showed 
that the ratio of the population of the two positions of 
the fluorine oct*ahedra at room tempcraturc cquais 
10 : i 3 and tends to unity with decreasing tzmpcr&ure. 

The disorder of the crystal IS probably caused by 
the existence of spa&d positions for its fragments, in 
which the energy of their interaction with the surround- 
ing structural units (for example, through hydrogen 
bonds, as in our case) IS slightly different. The difll-r- 

ence in the energy of the states is not constant with 

temperature. As a matter of fact, the linear d~ntensions 
of the crystal change considerably with temperatire, 
more so in those directions in which neighbours are 
moved over greater distances. If the energy difference 
between the octahedra occupying different positions 
decreases to 7ero at a certain temperature, a phase 
transition is possible m the crystal, according to Lrm- 
dau’s theory [ 1 O] _ .iust such a situation is reafired 
in zinc fluorogcrmaniatc. Witflin this model, the ah- 
sence or presence of ;L phase transition in cryst~k of 
AEW6- &I20 can bc understood. 
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